Champions Fall Semester 2011

Basketball

Paperboys: Co-Rec
Alyssa Hill, Manny Robledo, Ren Dennis, Jared Kleb, Colton Warden, Eric Rasmusson, Joey Purdue, Aly Gazzola, Zach Oyer, Patrick Naylon

Zambionis: Men’s
Mike Dance, Joseph Tyber, John Giraud, Jason Saleen, Eric Heidelman, Uu Tran

Flag Football

Wreckin’ Crew: Co-Rec
Chad Beverage, Daniel Griggs, Sarah Eagan, Geraldine, Alex Stiles, Eric Schmidt, Patrick Kirst, Maria Perks, David Kirst, Brandon Lell, Mike Robertson, Richard Goodson

Brett Reeves: Men’s
Jordan Smith, Ben Robbins, Brett Reeves, Chris Yonts, David Quintanilla, Erik Allard, Jonathan Atwood, Juan Jesus, Kyle Harris, Nicholas Nguyen, Patrick Doty

Dodgeball

Paperboys: Co-Rec
Eric Rasmusson, Chaz Jeske, Clayton Leopold, Colton Warden, Corey Gutierrez, Hutton Evans, Jake Emmert, Joey Purdue, Katelyn Olson, Kyle Sikansky, Lauren Gookin, Linsey Pavlas, Lauren Dennis

Indoor Volleyball

Staff Infection: Co-Rec
Joe Hoff, Abbey Stripling, Amy Hufton, Chad Beverage, Darcy Findley, Matt Graham, Mike Dalton, Taylor Hinds, Todd Sutherland

Tennis

Lauren Miller: Women’s Singles
Lauren Miller

M&M: Open Doubles
Michael Alario, Meredith Jones

Soccer

Screaming Seagulls: Co-Rec
Jeff Sexton, Anna Nevitt, Corbin Hoffman, Dionne Wilson, Fernando Lee, Gary Chan, Justin Anderson, Maria Perks, Mitchell Barry, Patrick Kirst, Stephanie Mathieu
Champions Spring Semester 2012

Flag Football

Wreckin’ Crew: Co-Rec
Kayce Peirce, Patrick Kirst, Cody Hernandez, Maria Nistal, Katelynn Olson, Alex Stiles, Mitch Barry, Sarah Eagan, Sarah Horn, David Kirst, Richard Goodson, Colton Harris

Wreckin’ Crew: Men’s
David Kirst, Chad Beverage, Alex Richardson, Kyle Lonquist, Trent Hall, Colton Harris, Mitch Barry, Collin Cooper, Cody Hernandez, Eric Schmidt, Richard Goodson, Michael Lewis

Ultimate Frisbee Tournament

Frisboys: Co-Rec
Jordan Alam, Amber Stokes, Ashley Marmottin, Cody Haines, Kirsten Stokes, Kyle Blayney, Kyle Harris, Natalia Traverzo, Nick Edwards, Cody De Smit

Racquetball

Aaron and Cruz: Open Doubles
Aaron Adams, Cruz Ribera

Basketball

Paperboys: Co-Rec
Aly Gazzola, Alejandra, Lee Miller, Jared Jankowski, David Heller, Gary Chen, Jared Kleb, Shane Robinson

Purple Kool-Aid: Men’s
Jared Kleb, Chad Beverage, Chris Yonts, Colton Warden, Michael Alaria, Nick DuRec, Paul Jurecka, Shane Robinson

Softball

My Nuts Ichiro: Co-Rec
Collin Cooper, Avery Scherr, Colton Harris, Diandra Esparza, Garrett Kraus, Haley Sheldon, Jared Jankowski, Luca Mariotto, Michelle Stryker, Patrick Banigan, Tim Banigan, West Mcvey

Kickball

Ramrod: Co-Rec
Tim Banigan, Anna Nevitt, Clayton Sims, Cyndi Atkins, Devin Rose, Gary Chan, Justin Anderson, Matt Grimley, Michael DeRiggi, Patrick Banigan, Talley Perry
Indoor Soccer

Screaming Seagulls: Co-Rec
Gary Chan, Anna Nevitt, Chelsea Runs, Fernando Lee, Justin Anderson, Mitch Barry, Patrick Kirst, Renee Rogers, Stephanie Mathieu

Inner-Tube Water Polo

Sodium Superstars: Co-Rec
Kyle Lonquist, Corbin Hoffman, Josh Bennett, Katelynn Olson, Robert Howell, Sam Deatly, Sarah Eagan, Sarah Horn, Will Quillen, Lexi Torres

Sand Volleyball

Rack City: Co-Rec
Robert Howell, Diandra Esparza, Gary Chan, Corbin Hoffman, Jared Jankowski, Matt Grimley, Melissa Castro, Patrick Banigan, Talley Perry, Michelle Frahlman